C associated with G-banding analysis are overcome: residual HRONIC MYELOID leukemia (CML) is a clonal disorder arising in early stem cells. In the chronic phase, disease can be quantified on a cell by cell basis independent the expanded clone typically consists of the more mature of cell cycling so that nondividing bone marrow and periphstages of the granulocytic lineage.
1 Bone marrow metaphases eral blood cells can also be analyzed; the fusion gene can from around 90% of CML patients are characterized by the be detected in Ph 0 BCR-ABL / disease and also in more Philadelphia (Ph) translocation [t(9;22)(q34;q11)]. 2 The complex masked translocations [18] [19] [20] ; and FISH can be comsame cytogenetic abnormality is seen at a lower frequency bined with morphologic or immunophenotypic studies to in other hematologic malignancies, in particular acute characterize cells of the Ph / clone. 21 lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL). 3, 4 As a result of the Ph transCurrent commercially available probes (Oncor and Vysis) location, parts of the ABL gene on 9q and the BCR gene on for the detection of BCR-ABL by FISH are inherently limited chromosome 22 are joined to form the BCR-ABL fusion in their sensitivity. In these dual-color systems, the BCRgene. 5, 6 Among the 10% of cases of CML without a visible ABL fusion gene is visualized by two differently labeled Ph translocation, about half show molecular evidence of the signals that are seen to touch or overlap. However, up to 10% fusion gene (Ph 0 BCR-ABL / CML). 7 Break points in the two of normal cells appear positive as a result of coincidental genes show considerable variation but occur within defined colocalization. 22 To reduce this background and conseregions (reviewed by Melo 8 ). In ABL, almost all breaks are quently improve the sensitivity of BCR-ABL detection, located between exons 1a and 1b, spanning a distance of probes that span the break points in BCR or ABL can be more than 200 kb. In CML, the great majority of breaks in used. Using two-color FISH, this approach 23,24 has previously BCR are located between exons b2 and b3 or exons b3 and been reported to reduce the false-positive rate and hence b4, covering 5.8 kb (MBCR). ALL patients and rare cases increase the sensitivity of BCR-ABL detection. of CML have breaks within a 54. 4 
-kb region between exons
In this report, we present a novel approach that uses three e1 and e2 (mBCR). Break points outside these regions have probes, each labeled with a separate fluorochrome (triplebeen described but are rare. 8, 9 probe/three-color FISH). We show that this triple-probe/ Options for the treatment of CML patients (reviewed by Kantarjian et al 10 ABL. 27 The cosmids were biotinylated and hybridized to nor- studies. 27 All further studies were performed using the ASS (Fig 1a) . The ASS cosmid probe gave either a single have a BCR-ABL colocalization if a red signal and a green signal were touching or overlapping to give a yellow region. unbroken signal (Fig 1a and c) or a closely associated doublet (Fig 1b) . The ABL probe is composed of several discrete Cells displaying a triple (green-red-blue) BCR-ABL-ASS codownstream of ABL exon 1b, the distance between exon 1b and the ASS cosmid is not more than 200 kb. This figure is localization (Fig 4c) were considered to represent coincidental colocalization. Cells displaying loss of colocalization of in agreement with a previous estimate. 27 
Application of triple probe to normal cells and Ph
/ cells. ABL and ASS but without overlapping or touching red and green signals (Fig 4d) were also not scored as positive for A representative Ph / metaphase is shown in Fig 2. Colocalization of red and blue signals (ABL and ASS) was seen on the BCR-ABL fusion gene. Cells in which one or more signals were lost (Fig 4e) were excluded from the 200 cells the normal chromosome 9 homologue and a single green signal (BCR) on the normal chromosome 22. By contrast, scored but constituted between 5.2% and 25.7% (mean, 13.9%) of the total number of cells captured. colocalization of red and green signals identified the Ph chromosome and an isolated blue signal was observed on the
The results of this analysis are presented in Table 1 . Of 1,200 cells scored, none were BCR-ABL / according to the derivative chromosome 9.
The triple probe was also hybridized to interphase normal criteria given above. Colocalization of BCR and ABL was seen in 119 cells (9.9%), but in all of these ABL also colocaland Ph / bone marrow cells. The signal patterns observed with a conventional two-probe system and with the tripleized with ASS to give a triplet composed of red, green, and blue signals (Fig 4c) . Loss of colocalization of ABL and ASS probe/three-color system are shown diagramatically in (Fig  4a) . Although not all red and blue signals were associated and loss of colocalization of ABL and ASS. Calculated falsepositive rates varied between 0.065% and 0.27%, with a closely enough to give a region of overlap, only 2% to 4% were separated by more than a signal width. In Ph / cells, a mean and SD of 0.15% and 0.08%. Quantification of residual disease. Bone marrow cells single red/blue colocalization (normal chromosome 9), a red/ green colocalization (BCR-ABL), a single green signal (norand peripheral blood granulocytes were obtained from patients exhibiting varying degrees of cytogenetic response to mal 22), and single blue signal (derivative chromosome 9) were seen (Fig 4b) . In the majority of cells, colocalization of interferon as assessed by G-banding. These samples were hybridized with the triple probe and scored for numbers of red and green signals resulted in a yellow region of overlap.
Quantification of false-positive results. To assess the normal and BCR-ABL / cells (Table 2) . Two patients were in complete cytogenetic remission. One of these showed no sensitivity of the triple-probe/three-color system, interphases from disease-free bone marrow samples obtained from evidence of BCR-ABL / cells in either the bone marrow or peripheral blood granulocyte preparations (patient no. 1). In lymphoma patients and granulocytes from a normal donor Two hundred cells were analyzed from each sample. Individual cells were categorized as either normal (Fig 4a) , BCR-ABL / (Fig 4b) , showing a triple BCR-ABL-ASS colocalization (Fig 4c) , or showing separation of ASS and ABL with no BCR-ABL colocalization (Fig 4d) . Cells not showing the expected six FISH signals, two from each probe (Fig 4e) , were not included in this analysis. Abbreviations: BM, bone marrow; PBG, peripheral blood granulocyte.
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§ As defined by the presence of a green-red (BCR-ABL) colocalization and separation of one red-blue (ASS-ABL) doublet. See text for details.
the second patient (patient no. 2), four bone marrow cells cidence of false-positive cells and therefore permitted highly sensitive detection of residual disease. (2%) and eight peripheral blood granulocytes (4%) were scored as positive. Because no false-positive cells were seen Quantitation of residual disease in CML has major clinical implications. Several trials have now reported that the degree among 1,200 normal nuclei, these figures strongly suggest the presence of a low level of residual disease that was not of cytogenetic response to IFN has independent prognostic value. [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] Furthermore, the level of residual disease after detected by G-banding.
Two other patients (patients no. 3 and 5) exhibited a partial allogeneic bone marrow transplantation indicates the likelihood of relapse. 35 G-banded analysis of metaphase chromocytogenetic response, as assessed by G-banding, and tripleprobe/three-color FISH detected similar levels of Ph / cells somes has been widely adopted as a means of quantifying residual disease. However, relapse may occur after a comin both bone marrow cells and peripheral blood granulocytes. In patients no. 4 and 6, all of the metaphases were Ph / by plete cytogenetic response and the continued monitoring of Ph 0 patients with more sensitive techniques allows early G-banding analysis of bone marrow cells. When hybridized to bone marrow cells, the triple probe produced similar redetection of relapse and intervention. 12 Southern and Western blots have been used to measure levels of the BCR-ABL sults, with 99% and 96% of cells scored as BCR-ABL / . However, in both patients no. 4 and 6, a significantly lower gene or protein, respectively, but lack sensitivity. 11, 16 Reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) techproportion of peripheral blood granulocytes (69% and 67%) were BCR-ABL / (x 2 Å 40.62 and 27.89, respectively; P õ niques can detect a single BCR-ABL / cell among 10 6 normal cells. 36 However, RT-PCR is not without drawbacks; in par-.01 in each case). Independent experiments produced similar levels of positive granulocytes in both these patients. This ticular, quantification is technically challenging and curfinding is unlikely to be a technical artefact, because prepararently not widely applied. tion of and hybridization to granulocytes was performed FISH allows the analysis of individual cells for the presin an identical manner in the six patients and numbers of ence of the fusion gene and offers many of the advantages unscorable cells were similar. Instead, these results imply of G-banded analysis while overcoming its limitations. 11 Impreferential release of cytogenetically normal granulocytes portantly, interphase FISH can be applied to blood samples, from the bone marrow in some patients.
thus obviating the need for multiple bone marrow aspirates. In the three cases showing predominantly BCR-ABL / bone The role of FISH in monitoring residual disease is currently marrow interphases, cells showing separation of one ABLlimited by the sensitivity with which it can detect Ph / cells ASS pair but no colocalization of BCR and ABL (Fig 4d) can and by the number of cells that can be scored in practice. be considered false-negative results. Levels of cells dis-
The latter constraint will be minimized by the development playing this signal pattern in the bone marrow and granuloof suitable automated image analysis systems. However, new cytes, respectively, were 7.5% and 2.7% in patient no. 4, approaches are needed to increase the sensitivity of FISH 3.6% and 2.7% in patient no. 5, and 6.5% and 4.4% in patient by reducing the frequency of false-positive cells. no. 6.
Conventional systems for the detection of BCR-ABL by FISH rely on differentially labeled probes from 3 of ABL DISCUSSION and 5 of either MBCR or mBCR. 13, 17, 22, 37, 38 False-positive levels among negative control samples were reported to vary Results from this study show that the introduction of a between 1.5% and 6.5% in the most extensive published third differentially labeled probe greatly increased the sensistudy. 22 Colocalization of BCR and ABL among our negative tivity of a conventional two-probe/two-color FISH system. The triple-probe/three-color system produced a very low incontrol samples was higher, between 6.5% and 13.5%, conFor personal use only. on November 16, 2017 . by guest www.bloodjournal.org From sistent with a previous study making use of the Vysis tion of Ph / granulocytes in the bone marrow in some patients. It is not clear whether this is related to abnormalities probes. 37 The observed difference in false-positive rates is likely to reflect the relatively large size of the Vysis probes of progenitor cell adhesion to stroma that have been implicated in the pathogenesis of CML. 39 However, the observacompared with the probes used in earlier studies. Data have also been published for two dual-color FISH systems, both tion is reminiscent of the suggestion that granulocytes containing a 20q deletion may also be preferentially retained or of which used a large probe spanning one of the translocation break points. Seong et al 24 generated a probe by inter-Alu destroyed in the bone marrow.
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It is also important to compare the results of metaphase PCR from a somatic cell hybrid containing 5 Mb of human DNA from the ABL region. Using this probe and a cosmid analysis by G-banding with interphase FISH. Previous studies have reported significant numbers of BCR-ABL 0 infrom 5 BCR, a false-positive rate of between 0.19% and 0.85% (mean, 0.53%) in different samples was achieved. A terphases in samples displaying only Ph / metaphases. 13, [22] [23] [24] 38 However, our data show levels of Ph / metaphases corresimilar system made use of a YAC containing the BCR gene and a 3 ABL probe and resulted in an average false-positive lated closely (within 5%) with numbers of BCR-ABL / bone marrow interphases. A possible explanation for this discreprate of 0.1%. 23 However, systems of this type are associated with several technical problems. Firstly, interpretation of ancy is that introduction of a third probe not only reduces the false-positive rate but also the false-negative rate. In results can be difficult, because use of large probes results in FISH signals occupying a high proportion of the cell area.
some Ph / cells, the BCR and ABL signals are close but do not touch (Fig 4d) . The precise proportion of such cells Secondly, hybridization conditions suitable for simultaneous use of small and large probes usually represent a comproreflects the position of the ABL break point and thus varies from patient to patient. These cells are therefore scored as mise. Thirdly, YAC clones and somatic cell hybrids are frequently unstable when propagated in culture.
negative for the fusion gene by two-probe two-color FISH.
With the triple-probe/three-color system, the same cells are In this study, the problems listed above are avoided by using three pools of cosmids to create a triple probe system. only scored as normal if both pairs of ABL and ASS signals colocalize (Fig 4a) . In a population of cells that is predomiMoreover, the three-color approach is less prone to falsepositive results because positive cells are distinguished by nantly BCR-ABL / , the number of cells displaying both loss of colocalization of BCR and ABL and of one ABL-ASS pair two characteristics: firstly by the presence of a red/green colocalized signal marking BCR-ABL and secondly by loss can be used to estimate the frequency of coincidental BCR-ABL separation or false-negative rate. The three bone marof colocalization of ABL and ASS to leave an isolated blue signal marking the derivative chromosome 9. By contrast, row samples with a high proportion of positive cells displayed this pattern of signals in 7.5%, 3.6%, and 6.4% of the use of a single-color probe spanning BCR or ABL relies on the appearance of a third signal to mark the derivative cells. Levels of false-negative cells were lower, ie, 2.7%, 2.7%, and 4.4% in the corresponding granulocyte preparachromosome in positive cells, a scenario that is easily mimicked by fluorescent debris. Our data show that no falsetions. The relatively small numbers of false-negative granulocytes, which if more relaxed scoring criteria were applied positive results were seen among 1,200 scorable cells using a triple-probe/three-color system, suggesting a false-positive could be scored as positive, do not account for the difference in levels of positive cells between bone marrow and granulorate of the order of 0.1% can be achieved. Based on numbers of cells showing either colocalization of BCR and ABL or cytes seen in patients no. 4 and 6. These data show for the first time that the use of more than loss of colocalization of ABL and ASS, a theoretical falsetwo differently labeled probes from a specific chromosome positive rate of 0.14% was calculated. However, this is likely translocation enhances the sensitivity of residual disease deto be an overestimate, because smaller cells that are most tection. Two-color FISH has been used not only for the prone to coincidental colocalization of ABL and BCR 37 are detection of BCR-ABL / disease, but also for the detection also less likely to show accidental loss of colocalization of of other leukemia-associated translocations. 41, 42 It is worth ABL and ASS. Automated image capture and scoring will be emphasising that the principle behind the triple-probe/threeneeded to determine the precise frequency of false-positive color FISH system is potentially applicable to the analysis cells, which may be considerably lower. It is also worth of any balanced translocation. emphasising that the potential for false-positive results could be further reduced by replacing the ASS cosmid with a larger 
